Guide for home-printed booklet - Introduction

Glory to YHWH and peace on your hearts; the goal of
this document is to show how to easily produce a
professional quality 5.5”X8.5” booklet at home
starting with a well-formatted pdf file.

3- Or in the case you cannot find the “print only
odd/even pages” in your computer ...
... Then: use the two separate pdf documents “How
Jesus Saves_ even pages.pdf”and “How Jesus Saves_
odd pages.pdf” and follow the remainder of the
instructions by printing “... _ even pages.pdf” first,
flipping the pages over, putting them back in the
printer and then printing “... _ odd pages.pdf” and
continue according to the instructions.

1 - Either you have a duplex (both sides) printer, or go
through a printing or photocopy shop, and then do the
finishing.
2 - Or your follow the instructions below and print
first the EVEN pages, get the printout out of the
printer, flip it from back to front, put them back in the
printer and then print the ODD pages.

†

A suggestion: use a thicker and/or better quality paper
for the first page: your cover page.

The central principle is that the pages, as
they come out of the printer and when they
are flipped over must keep the same
direction of the top of the page.
As your even pages come out of the printer
they “face to the floor”; but the top of the
page, the direction of the printed words point
to the left (in general). When you flip your
pages over to put them back in the printer,
they now “face to the ceiling”, but the top of
the page must still point to the left.

On PC, choose “print”, choose “Advanced”

Finished product
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Choose “Even pages only”

Guide for home-printed booklet - Printing

On Mac, choose “Print”, choose “Paper Handling”
then Pages to Print: “Even Only”

Take the paper sheets (the top of the written page is
facing left) and flip from front to back

Put back in the printer (the top of the written page is
still facing left)

On PC, choose Odd pages only, print

On Mac, choose Odd Only, print

The booklet is printed on both sides!
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Guide for home-printed booklet - Folding

Adjust well both sides, very equal, hold fast

Fold a little of the other side, trying to fold equally

Flip the booklet over, adjust in the same way,

Fold a little; then unify both folds in one, along the
whole side of the booklet, it should be well-centered

Open your stapler and extract two virgin staples by
clicking them out

The 4 holes are pre-printed on the central page; find a
push pin or a needle
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Guide for home-printed booklet - Piercing & finishing

Pierce at the center of the fold, the pre-printed holes
show mostly the distance between the holes

Enter your staples at the back of the booklet.
Important: the holes must be at the center of the fold

Staples in the center

Fold the staples really straight and flat with quarter, a
kitchen knife, etc

Work the fold again, one can use a clothing iron, to
keep the booklet real flat (because it wants to open)

You can now produce your gospel tracks at home, as
you need, for 25¢ each
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